VALIDATION OF FOUR FREQUENTLY USED GLUCOSE METRES AND SELECTION OF FREESTYLE FREEDOM LITE FOR EXAMINING THE EFFECTS OF ANIMATED CONVERSATION AND PROBLEM SOLVING ON BLOOD GLUCOSE CONCENTRATIONS FOLLOWING A STANDARDISED CARBOHYDRATE LOADING
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Abstract: Objectives: Benefits of physical activity on maintenance of blood glucose within an acceptable range are well documented. This study explores the possible beneficial effect of animated conversation and mental activities on blood glucose levels following dietary carbohydrate loading. Design and Participants: Blood glucose changes were examined in 18 non-diabetic individuals following the consumption of two doughnuts providing ~48g of carbohydrate. The participants acted as their own controls and were studied twice. On the first occasion they maintained quiet/pasive behaviour, on the second they conversed and participated in structured mental activities e.g. reading and solving puzzles. Measurements: Using the Freestyle Freedom Lite glucose metre, baseline, then post-fasting blood glucose concentrations were evaluated every 30 minutes over a 2 hour period after the consumption of doughnuts. Results: ANOVA repeated measures analysis of the results showed that time (P<0.001), activity (P<0.01) and time*activity interaction (P<0.05) all had a significant effect on the blood glucose levels. Compared with active intervention, the mean blood glucose levels during quiet/passive behaviour period remained ~30-40% higher and this difference was most significant at 30 minutes (1.40 vs 0.87 mmol/L, P<0.05) and 60 minutes (1.53 vs 0.91mmol/L, P<0.01) measurements. Conclusion: The results of this preliminary study indicate that simple non-exercise related activities involving mental activity and conversation have a significant influence on reducing blood glucose levels. This may be of value when individuals are unable to engage in regular exercise due to personal and environmental constraints.
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Introduction

Maintaining blood glucose homeostasis within a healthy range is important for health. Several factors can influence the glycaemic response of an individual following a carbohydrate loading. These include the glycaemic index of foods, co-ingestion of other macronutrients such as protein and fibre as well as engaging in physical activity (1-3). The effect of physical activity on glycaemic response is well known and a variety of activities can be just as valuable as performing one type of exercise (4). Although regular moderate aerobic exercise, alongside lifestyle interventions are beneficial for health, a lack of time means that many people do not fully comply with the guidelines and recommendations. There may also be times when exercise is not convenient or feasible due to a number of factors e.g. disability, illness, weather, work commitments or time constraints. Lack and inability to engage in physical activity can also be an issue for the elderly. In such situations alternative activities which are likely to increase glucose usage may be an option.

The effect of a relatively non-physical activity such as verbal communication on glycaemic response, following a carbohydrate load has not been examined before. Benefits of engaging in social activities and solitary reading are well documented for their physical and psychological benefits (5-7). The present study was set out to examine whether simple activities such as animated conversation combined with mental activities
such as reading and/or solving puzzles could influence blood glucose changes following a carbohydrate load. The glycaemic response of participants was determined using a finger prick blood sample analysed by a glucose metre.

The accuracy and precision of glucose metres are known to vary and in some studies not all metres have been found to meet the minimum accuracy criteria of the WHO’s Organization for Standardization ISO 15197-2003 (8-10). The ISO standard for quality of capillary blood sample analysis with a glucose metre states that at glucose concentrations of <100 mg/dl; 95% of values for metres under evaluation should fall within ±15mg/dl and at glucose concentrations ≥100 mg/dl, they should fall within ±15%. We therefore first tested the accuracy of 4 commonly used glucose metres. Freestyle Freedom Lite glucose metre was found to be the most accurate, and was therefore selected for the carbohydrate intervention study. The glycaemic response following the consumption of doughnuts was subsequently evaluated when participants either observed quiet behaviour or engaged in animated conversation and mental activities.

**Methods**

Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the Biosciences Research Ethics Committee of the University. The research was conducted in compliance with the declaration of Helsinki, as adopted at the 18th World Medical Association (WMA) General Assembly, Helsinki, Finland, 1964 and last amended at the 59th World Medical Association General Assembly, Seoul 2008.

Individuals with known diabetes, cardiovascular disease, gastrointestinal problems and bleeding disorders were excluded from participating. Individuals on any medication that was likely to influence glucose metabolism i.e. Baclofen, Corticosteroids, L-dopa, and Tolazamide were also excluded from the study.

**Metre comparison**

Four hand held glucose metres were compared for their blood glucose measurements with the laboratory values of glucose. Metres that were used included:- Freestyle Freedom Lite (Abbott Diabetes Care, UK), Contour XT (Bayer Diabetes Care, UK), Accu-Chek Aviva (Roche Diagnostics Ltd, Accu-Chek UK) and One Touch Ultra 2 (LifeScan UK and Ireland). The reference laboratory value for glucose was obtained using Randox GLUC-PAP kit.

Thirty-two participants (13 male:19 female), age range 22-65 years were asked to provide 5 mL of venous blood as well as finger prick blood samples for glucose analysis. Participants were asked to wash their hands with warm water and their finger prick blood samples were obtained using One touch ultra soft lancets. Fingers were gently squeezed to obtain the blood sample. The first drop of blood was wiped clean and the subsequent drops were used to determine the blood glucose values by four metres. Venous blood samples were obtained in fluoride oxalate tubes, plasma samples were obtained after centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes and glucose concentrations were measured using Randox GLUC-PAP kit.

**Doughnut Study**

Twenty participants (8 male:12 female) gave their consent for participation and those with fasting blood glucose >6.0mmol/L (1 male, 1 female) were excluded from the study. Eighteen participants (7 male:11 female) age range 22-64 years (mean age ~ 40 ± 13), BMI 24.8 ± 3.3 kg/m2 (range 21-30) completed the study. Participants were advised to eat their evening meal at the same time of the day before each intervention and to maintain a similar exercise regime. After the evening meal, subjects were asked to fast overnight and to provide a fasting finger-prick blood sample the following morning. Prior to blood sampling, participants were asked to wash their hands with warm water and samples were obtained from the side of the fingers of the left hand. The first drop of blood was wiped off and subsequent drops were analysed using the Freestyle Freedom Lite metre. Duplicate measurements were performed at each time point.

Participants were asked to consume two doughnuts (sugar glazed, Morrisons, UK) providing ~48g of carbohydrate, then finger-prick blood samples were obtained at 30 minute intervals over a 2 hour period. Time intervals were determined using a timer after the last bite had been swallowed (note: participants were advised to maintain a similar chewing frequency for both interventions and it ranged from 12-16 chews/bite). The participants were then asked to either a) sit quietly for 2 hours or b) engage in non-physical activities such as animated conversation and/or problem solving or reading. Most volunteers however spent more time talking than on reading or problem solving. Overall, only about 25% of the time (20-30 minutes) was spent on reading and problem solving, the rest of the time was spent engaged in conversation. Each participant acted as their own control. Most participants completed both interventions within a week except for four participants, who had a gap of 2-3 weeks between the two interventions.

Data was compared using IBM SPSS for windows software (PASW18) with significance of difference set at P <0.05. Data was checked for normality first and appropriate parametric and non-parametric tests were used.
Results

Metre accuracy and precision

Except for one touch ultra 2 metre which showed a precision of ~9% on six replicate measurements, all remaining three meters showed a precision of <5% (data not shown). In table 1, glucose values obtained with the hand-held metres was compared with the laboratory reference method. The Accu Chek Aviva metre was found to be the least accurate and showed values ~11% higher than the laboratory reference method for normal blood glucose range and ~9% for the high blood glucose range (Table 1). Freestyle Freedom Lite was found to be most accurate and at normal blood glucose range i.e ≤ 5.5 mmol/l, results obtained with this metre were ~2% higher than the those obtained with Randox GLUC-Pap kit and at glucose concentrations ≥5.6 mmol/l, values were only 0.64% higher than the reference laboratory values (Table 1). Data was skewed, therefore significance of difference from the values obtained with the reference laboratory method was determined using a Wilcoxon paired samples test. At high blood glucose concentrations i.e ≥5.6 mmol/l, only Accu Chek metre showed glucose concentrations significantly higher than the reference values (P <0.05). However at normal range of glucose concentrations, except for Freestyle Freedom Lite metre, all metres gave glucose values significantly higher than the reference values (P <0.005).

Doughnut intervention

Blood glucose concentrations increased and peaked at 60 minutes in both interventions. Repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of time (P =0.000) and activity (P =0.006) and a significant interaction between time and activity (P =0.04). Figure 1 shows that except for the baseline measurement, there is a clear difference in blood glucose levels when participants observed quiet/passive behaviour compared to when they were interactive. Figure 2 shows the change in blood glucose concentrations after correction for the baseline level. The change in blood glucose concentration was ~30-38% lower in the ‘active’ subjects, even at the first measurement at 30 minutes (Figure 2). Repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of time at P value of 0.002 and activity at P=0.01, however interaction between time and activity was not significant when analysis was run on the differences.

Discussion

In agreement with previously published reports (9) the Freestyle Freedom Lite glucose metre met the ISO standards most reliably, and although using a different principle of glucose analysis (glucose dehydrogenase) than the laboratory reference method (glucose oxidase) was found to be the most accurate in comparison (9,11).

Table 1

Comparison of finger-prick blood glucose concentrations (mmol/L) from 4 different glucose metres with the laboratory reference method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants (n)</th>
<th>Reference Method Median (IQR)</th>
<th>One Touch Median (IQR)</th>
<th>Accu Chek Aviva Median (IQR)</th>
<th>ContourXT Median (IQR)</th>
<th>Freestyle Lite Median (IQR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All (32)</td>
<td>5.44 (4.7-6.3)</td>
<td>5.60 (5.0-6.9)</td>
<td>5.90 (5.1-6.8)</td>
<td>5.60 (5.1-6.6)</td>
<td>5.45 (4.8-6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% glucose different from reference</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose &lt;5.5 mmol/l (16)</td>
<td>4.75 (4.3-5.2)</td>
<td>5.15 (4.7-5.5)</td>
<td>5.30 (4.9-5.7)</td>
<td>5.15 (4.7-5.3)</td>
<td>4.85 (4.6-5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% glucose different from reference</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose ≥5.6 mmol/L (16)</td>
<td>6.26 (5.6-7.0)</td>
<td>6.60 (5.9-7.8)</td>
<td>6.85 (5.9-7.3)</td>
<td>6.65 (6.0-7.1)</td>
<td>6.30 (5.8-7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% glucose different from reference</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Median and interquartile range of glucose values obtained with four metres (One touch ultra2, Accu Chek Aviva, ContourXT and Freestyle Freedom Lite) were compared with the venous blood glucose concentrations determined by the laboratory reference method (Randox GLUC-PAP). Percent deviation from the reference values was calculated for each metre. Significance of difference from the laboratory reference method was calculated using Wilcoxon paired sample test. Within each row, (a) that values are not significantly different from the reference values and (b), a significant difference at P<0.01 from the laboratory values.
However, all glucose metres gave slightly higher blood glucose concentrations than the laboratory reference method, especially at low concentrations. The Freestyle Freedom Lite, ContourXT and Accu Check Aviva metres all use the glucose dehydrogenase method for blood glucose determination. The One Touch Ultra2 glucose metre uses the glucose oxidase enzyme and gave results, which were less accurate. The methods differ in their specificity for glucose. Glucose oxidase with its cofactor flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) is very specific for glucose but interference can come from mannnose. However it has been suggested that this interference only exists at very high mannnose concentrations and is unlikely to be the case in real life (12). Medications containing non-glucose sugars (e.g. xylose and maltose) can interfere with the glucose dehydrogenase enzyme with its cofactor pyrroloquinoline quinine (13, 14). Therefore sugars other than glucose can cause potential errors in blood glucose measurements but were unlikely the case in the present investigation.
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**Figure 2**

Change in blood glucose concentrations (mmol/L) for each study period after correction for baseline glucose concentrations

b. Baseline glucose concentrations (mmol/l) were subtracted from glucose concentrations all time points and change in blood glucose levels is shown for 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes for the quiet and active intervention.

To our knowledge this is the first study that has shown that a non-physical activity such as animated conversation combined with reading and/or problem solving activity can lower the blood glucose concentration following a carbohydrate loading. Although there appear to be no studies on the effect of animated conversation on blood glucose levels, several studies have examined the effect of cognitive demand on blood glucose levels (15-18). One study found that the performance of cognitively demanding tasks was improved following a glucose drink, and the decline in blood glucose levels were dependent on the type of cognitive task, with the reduction in blood glucose concentrations being greatest when the tasks were more demanding (18). Although the participants in the present study only spent 20-30 minutes on tasks that required focussed mental activity i.e. reading newspapers, magazines or problem solving, they did spend the rest of the study in animated conversation which must also have required mental agility. We did find in our preliminary experiments (data not shown) that quiet conversation was not as effective at lowering the blood glucose concentrations as talking loudly, suggesting that just as the type of cognitive task influences the extent of blood glucose changes, the ‘type’ of talking will also influence blood glucose levels. Hence, not only physical exercise and mental activity as found by Scholey et al (18) but other activities such as animated conversation can also lower blood glucose concentrations. Perhaps such simple lifestyle interactions can be explored further for its benefits in patients with type 2 diabetes.

Various groups have researched the effect of physical activity on glycaemic control and quality of life in patients with type 2 diabetes. Many have confirmed improvements with regular exercise. A low intensity exercise such as arm swinging, 30 minutes a day, 3 days/week in patients with type 2 diabetes was shown to improve their glycaemic control (19). Two studies explored the effects of a home based physical exercise program and concluded that such a program has the potential for improvements in the quality of life, glycaemic control and weight loss in these patients (20, 21). The latter study also included a questionnaire about the barriers to physical exercise and highlighted that pain after physical activity, a lack of motivation and a low perception of capabilities for activity prevented individuals from adhering to their regime (21). Perseverance to an exercise program therefore can be a barrier that may prevent participation in regular exercise (22). This can be especially an issue for older adults (23). Our study has highlighted another factor that can be explored for its benefit in maintaining blood glucose levels within a healthy range. If interactive behaviour such as talking or engaging in mental activity can help patients control their blood glucose levels, then this may be a regime that patients can follow when they are unable to engage in regular exercise due to personal and environmental constraints.

There are many variables that can influence the outcome of an experiment such as the present one, for example, it has been suggested that the degree of mastication can influence the glycaemic response of an individual (24, 25). Participants in this study were therefore asked to keep a note of their chewing frequency during the first study period and were asked to maintain the same rate in the second to minimise its influence. Diet and lifestyle preceding the intervention may also affect the results. Dekker et al (26) found that the daily intake of caffeine over a two week period by caffeine naïve young
males showed alterations to glucose homeostasis with increased serum insulin and blood glucose concentrations in response to the 5 mg caffeine/kg body weight/day. Exercise has also been shown to influence insulin sensitivity as studied by O’Donovan et al (27) who reported that 24 weeks of exercise can reduce insulin resistance and that both moderate or high intensity exercise can result in an improvement in insulin sensitivity of cells. A detailed record of the diet and exercise regime of participants at least 2-3 days preceding the intervention should have been taken as regular exercise of three times per week (27) or a one off exercise on the previous day of intervention (28) have both been shown to affect the insulin sensitivity of cells. We advised all our participants to eat their evening meal at the same time before each intervention and also maintain a similar exercise regime; and except for four, all participants completed the two interventions within 6 days. It is therefore unlikely to influence the results of our investigations. However the participants were not asked to provide a record of their diet and lifestyle preceding the experiment. This is something that should be considered for the future studies.

In conclusion, our investigation has highlighted a simple lifestyle change that can significantly influence blood glucose levels. We have shown that it is important to assist those unable to take part in physical activities to interact with other people and to encourage them to undertake mental activities and that such small change could assist in the control of blood glucose concentrations.
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